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Impulse buying takes up a big proportion in our day-to-day purchases. The 
research has shown that impulse buying takes up a considerable percentage in the 
proportion of retail sales of shopping malls and supermarkets and the rate of 
occurrence of impulse buying and non-planned buying has been steadily increasing in 
recent years, and most previous purchases of new products also happened as impulse 
buying. Therefore, impulse buying has already drawn attention of scholars and 
enterprises among so many patterns of purchase decision-making of consumers. 
According to an investigation result of US Cottonusa International Association, 
the ratio of impulse buying of the mainland consumers ranks the first in Asia, among 
which 80% young female consumers are impulse type of consumers. Rate of female’s 
impulse purchasing is the highest among all consumer groups. Therefore, there is very 
practical significance to study the behavioral tendency of impulse purchasing of 
female consumers. 
So far, the researches on impulse purchasing mainly focus on features and 
definition of impulse buying behavior as well as influence of specific factors on 
impulse buying, and researches on the relation between characteristics of female 
gender role and behavioral tendency of impulse purchasing are very few, and there is 
hardly any empirical research. The paper will take characteristics of female gender 
role as the influence factors, discussing the influence mechanism of characteristics of 
female gender role on the behavioral tendency of impulse buying.  
The research only discusses the influence of characteristics of easily identified 
female gender role on the behavioral tendency of impulse buying under the current 
sociocultural environment, ignoring influence of other factors on the behavioral 
tendency of impulse buying. Through research, it’s found that fashion involvement 
extent, change tendency and female role overloading of female consumers have 
considerably positive influence on the multiple dimensions of impulse purchasing 
behavior of females, and self-concealment role characteristics of female has very little 
influence and only mood adjustment and purchase impulse of impulse purchasing 
behavior have remarkably positive influence; and when a group of women go 















impulse buying, only having positive influence on dimension of fast decision-making 
but showing the negative correlation relation with the two dimensions of future 
ignoring and impulse purchasing.  
The paper proposes main marketing recommendations in the end: 
(1) To take fashion involvement extent, change tendency and female role overloading 
of role characteristics as the base for market segmentation;  
(2) To take fashion involvement and change tendency as the base to grasp the changes 
of consumer demand of female consumers and provide reference for the product 
design;  
(3) To take female role overloading as the base for retailers and enterprises to 
improve marketing channel and marketing environment; 
(4) To pay attention to characteristics of female gender role behavior as well as 
actively enhance its own service level and product quality.  
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第 1 章 绪论 
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根据美国 Cottonusa 国际协会的“全球时尚监测调查”结果显示，我国有 53%
的消费者在购买服装的时候有冲动行为，仅次于德国和英国，在被调查国家和地
区里排名第三。其中 80%的年轻女性属于冲动型消费者，而在男性中，冲动型消




















































































图 1-1 全文研究框架 
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